THE BABY BOTTLE
FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

WHEN TO USE
Pre-schools

Outdoor

Rush hour

Feeding
Anytime
Anywhere

Nurseries

Hospitals

EASYGO
THE BABY BOTTLE
FOR THE 21ST
CENTURY

HOW TO USE
Travel
Open capsule, place lid
with teat unit aside on a
clean surface.

Gently squeeze the capsule
lid to release its snap lock with
the teat unit.

Screw teat unit firmly on
to bottle.

Emergency

Night-time

Separate teat unit from the
capsule lid by gripping the
screw-cap edges with your
thumb and forefinger. Sufficient
space between the capsule
lid and the teat unit ensures
no actual contact is made
with the teat, preserving its
cleanliness.

8cm small when unpacked transforms to a full size
250ml regular feeding bottle

8cm

To control the flow,
simply rotate bottle so
that the symbol 1, 2 or 3
on the teat is facing
upwards. (1=Slow Flow,
2=Medium Flow & 3=Fast
Flow)

Imagine if all the features of a baby bottle
were packed in a compact, pre-sanitized,
ready-to-use capsule, that is quick and easy to
use – anytime, anywhere. Meet the world’s
most convenient and hygienic baby bottle!
EasyGo is the first ready-to-use bendable
baby bottle, combining the convenience of
single-use products with the sturdiness of
reusable baby bottles. It is easy-to-use,
lightweight, flexible and prevents colic. EasyGo
bottles are free from environmental hormones,
or derivatives of endocrine disruptors such as
Bisphenol (BPA-free / BPS-free), which are
commonly found in plastic products.
As durable and functional as regular
multi-use baby bottles, EasyGo bottles offer
more peace of mind, safety, hygiene, and
convenience.
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QUICK & EASY
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Transforms from a compact 8cm
pack to a full-size 250ml baby
bottle. You can carry up to 6
bottles in your bag in the space
required by 2-3 regular bottles.
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ANTI-COLIC
An intelligent air-vent system prevents
formation of vacuum inside the bottle
by allowing air to flow into the bottle
when feeding. This creates a steady
output of milk from the bottle, reducing
colic that is caused by intense sucking
or excessive air-intake during feeding.
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0% Bacteria

An innovative dynamically adjusting
milk flow system adapts to every
baby’s intake with a simple turn. You
can change the flow rate to suit every
individual baby’s requirement without
changing the nipple/teat. Three
reference marks indicate, slow,
medium, or fast flow.

FLEX FOR COMFORT
Extends, contracts & bends to suit the
most comfortable feeding position
helping the prevention of colic. This also
helps maintain mother’s proper posture
when feeding the baby relieving
post-natal fitness. Mother and baby can
say goodbye to discomfort!

ULTRA CLEAN
Using a pre-sanitization process that is
used for medical or surgical articles
ensures that EasyGo bottles are ready-to-use
right out of the package. A 2-step safety
seal ensures that each bottle is ultra-clean
until it is feeding time.

VARYFLO™ SYSTEM

Item Number: 0118 with LSR Teat
EAN Barcode: 8858916001183
x1
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ENVIRONMENT AND USAGE
Safe
All materials are non-toxic and without environmental hormones like BPA or BPS. EasyGo bottles
conform to European Standard EN 14350.
EasyGo bottles are made from medical-grade
material, without applying surface coatings such
as color or ink on its components.
Recyclable materials
Recycling creates the possibility to convert used
products into new materials and objects. This
alternative to waste disposal can save material,
lower costs and help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Use responsibly and dispose-off
properly to protect the environment.
Strong and sturdy
EasyGo bottles are not just lightweight, but
durable enough to withstand tearing, accidental squeezing, or breaking during use. Although
cleaning and sterilization is not even necessary,
EasyGo bottles are still produced from highly
heat resistant materials.
Includes multi-purpose REUSABLE storage
capsule.

Item Number: 0126 with LSR Teat
EAN Barcode: 8858916001268
x4

Item Number: 0127 with LSR Teat
EAN Barcode: 8858916001275
x36
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